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homework logistics – Live class participants
Live: We will share a Google sheet with you, either Group A

or Group B. (Links are on the Class page on indiyoung.com)

• Create a tab in that sheet.
• Put your name on the tab plus one of the following indicators:

• “wip Pat” if you are not finished yet (Work in Progress)
• “r Pat” if you are ready for review
• “* Pat” appears when the reviewer has commented on it
• “? Pat” if you have questions about the reviewer comments
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Group A homework due (for review) 16-May pm

Group B homework due (for review) 20-May noon

or earlier (yes!)

if you don’t finish the homework by the next class, 
Indi will not review it (if you are aiming for the 
six-course certification, homework is required)

(it’s too difficult to review homework retroactively)

homework logistics – Live class participants
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homework logistics – Live class participants
On the platform: Please find links to the homework materials, marked 

with HW. You can also download the answer sheet for self-review. 

You are also welcome to look at other people’s tabs.

If you want, you can partner for the homework. Solicit partners on 
Slack in the #4-thinking-styles channel.

* means you have Reviewer Comments on your homework. You 
can check Reviewer Comments on other people’s tabs, too.
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homework logistics – Follow-along participants
Follow-along: You will do your homework using the Excel spreadsheet 

on the platform (assuming you can open it). There will be no 
homework review by Indi, but there is an answer sheet you can 
use to check your work. There are also lots of other helpful 
materials up there, if you have extra time to build your skills.
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participant sketch

you write the sketch from memory

in our homework, you have transcripts instead of actually 
doing the listening sessions and concepts & summaries 

  
(I didn’t want to assign 8 hours of homework!)

from memory, not concepts & summaries with quotes
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An airline (real client study):
• What are we missing in terms of 

perspectives from frequent travelers?
• Can we validate the thinking styles?

Purpose: “what went through your mind during 
your recent day of air travel?”

There were 100 participants, of which these 
are close to the final set of 20. 
The study had the recruiting attribute of 
some people with elite services, some people 
with fear of travel, people traveling in upper 
class, frequent travel; half travel w/kids or 
groups and half solo/couple. CC BY-NC 4.0 Indi Young

homework background
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for live course 
participants



1. There is a folder of transcripts shared with you on Google 
drive. 

2. On the Sign-Up Sheet, put your name next one or two 
transcripts. (Let’s try to cover all the transcripts between us.) 

3. Read a transcript, which will take around 30 minutes.

4. On the 202105 Homework 1 Sheet, scribble down as many 
concepts (inner thinking, emotional reaction, guiding 
principle) as you can that are strong for this person. Spend 
15-20 minutes writing these concepts. (during or after)

5. (Write the concepts as EITHER lists of summaries or in a 
paragraph format, NOT BOTH. Choose your comfort.)

6. The idea is to represent the whole of this person with regard 
to the purpose of “day of air travel,” with special focus on 
which concepts represent them strongly.
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homework write the participant sketch
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